PRESS-READY FILE SPECIFICATIONS

What are press-ready files?
Press ready files are files that are properly prepared and ready to print. If the book is being
distributed, they should have all the necessary distribution requirements in addition to following
the design specifications from our printers. If the book is being designed in-house or you are
going through our e-proof process before printing, we will add these for you. If not, it will be your
responsibility to ensure that all required information is present for distribution.

PRESS-READY COVER REQUIREMENTS
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤

Cover is set up as one flowing image with front cover, back cover, spine, and bleed
Author name consistent throughout cover
Cover is at least 300dpi and CMYK
Bleeds are 0.25” on all four sides of full cover (for more information about bleed, see the “Bleed”
page of this guide)
Spine width is correct
Barcode present on cover and 100% black
Retail price present on cover
ISBN present and consistent on cover and copyright
Logo and name of publisher on back cover
Logo and name of publisher on spine

PRESS-READY INTERIOR REQUIREMENTS
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤¤

Author name consistent on title page, running heads, etc. Should be identical to that on the cover
Interior is a single, multi-page PDF file
File sized correctly for trim size
Interior text is 100% black
Interior is entirely CMYK
Bleeds, if necessary, are present and set to 0.25”
ISBN present on copyright page and consistent to that on the back cover
LCCN present on copyright page

COVER REQUIREMENTS

basic cover requirements

¤¤ All cover images need to be 300 DPI or higher.
¤¤ Only CMYK files are acceptable.
¤¤ Spine widths will be different for each book; this will be provided when the interior layout is fully
approved.
¤¤ The text on the spine should be, above all, easy to read. It’s more impor tant that the text be clear
than it is to match the cover font.
¤¤ The bottom 1.75” of the back cover and spine should be left open for placement of barcode and
publisher information—no boxes, just open room is necessary for barcode placement.
¤¤ A 0.25” bleed requirement is necessary on all cover files.
¤¤ We cannot accept files with printer’s marks. The file itself must be a quar ter inch larger on each
side, adding a half an inch to each dimension.
¤¤ Hardcover and Dust Jacket cover files require a larger bleed. This can be as much as .75”, please
keep this in mind when you are purchasing imagery.
¤¤ Keep all text and imagery that is not intended to bleed 0.125-0.25” away from the edge.
¤¤ We do not offer printing on the inside of any book cover (i.e., if you have a paperback book, only
the outside of the cover will be printed—the inside cover must remain blank).
¤¤ Images must not be stretched or scaled out of propor tion.
optional but strongly suggested

¤¤ When prompted to supply source files, we ask that front covers be built in InDesign, Illustrator or
Photoshop. The files should be editable (with layers and unrasterized text). If the text has been
rasterized, please also include the editable text on a hidden layer or off the ar tboard. The back cover
text should be laid in InDesign. We also ask that the full cover be compiled in InDesign (if you built
the cover in Photoshop, place the Photoshop file into the InDesign document). All layered links
must be provided so the file is fully editable and all fonts should be included. If you do not supply
source files properly, our designers cannot make adjustments.

REQUIREMENTS FOR SIDE-SEWN INTERIORS

Why do books with side-sewn bindings need special instructions?
Side-sewn bindings are used for hardcover books with low page counts. They are sewn slightly into the
interior pages as opposed to binding the pages at the edge.This means that a side-sewn interior will need
to account for the 0.21875” sewn margin. If your interior has crossover images, this means that you will
need to repeat 0.21875” of the image in order for the crossover to work correctly. If you do not want to
lay out a side-sewn binding, a smythe-sewn binding is an option, though more expensive.

crossover guide

0.21875” sewn margin

0.21875” sewn margin

Take a look at the crossover guide above. Cover up the sewn margin and see how the image becomes seamless.
In the above guide, the image is in the document twice. The sewn margin will be inside of the binding, which means
that the two images will line up seamlessly across the page, creating one crossover image. The best way to do this is
to create guides in InDesign to mark the sewn margin. Then, line up your images to the outside edge of the margin.
Finally, bring them together so that they meet in the middle, causing the image repetition inside of the sewn margin.
If you do not have crossover images, just make sure that there are no important text elements or images lost in the
sewn margin.

INTERIOR LAYOUT REQUIREMENTS

basic interior requirements

¤¤ The inside margin should never be less than 0.625” (unless there are bleeding images, then the images can fall
past that). If there are more than 250-300 pages, 0.75” is the minimum.
¤¤ Odd numbers are always right facing pages.
¤¤ All images used must be 300 DPI or higher.
¤¤ If the book is color, all images and text must be submitted as CMYK. If it’s a black and white book, all images
and text throughout should be in grayscale.
¤¤ Never scale images out of proportion.
¤¤ If you want to have bleeding images or shapes on an interior, please contact Hillcrest Media first, as this may
increase printing costs. We will contact the printer for you so that we can let you know how the printer wants
the files set up.
optional but strongly suggested

¤¤ All interiors should be formatted in InDesign.
¤¤ Place each chapter into InDesign one at a time. You may need to make a Word document for each chapter.
Do not place the entire manuscript at one time.
¤¤ Chapter one always starts on page 1 (use Arabic numerals starting on page 1 of chapter one) and therefore
should be on the right hand side.
¤¤ Any pages that come before the first page of the first chapter should be in lowercase roman numerals.
¤¤ Blank pages do not need page numbers, headers, or footers.
¤¤ Use column align for bodies of text unless the situation requires something else.
¤¤ The paragraphs should either be indented or spaced with white lines, not both.
¤¤ Paragraphs following chapter and section headers should not be indented.
¤¤ If you are creating a children’s book, a book witih a photo insert, or another book with more complex interior
formatting, please reach out to our staff in the message center and we can provide you with additional support.

EBOOK COVER REQUIREMENTS

basic ebook cover requirements

The eBook cover design process is very similar to the print book cover design process.
¤¤ eBook covers need to be a minimum of 72 DPI or higher
¤¤ Only RGB files are acceptable.
¤¤ Minimum of 1400 x 1800 pixels
¤¤ We suggest building eBook covers in Photoshop.
¤¤ Include author name and title clearly
¤¤ May not contain any references to items only available with your print book
¤¤ May not include reference to any specific eReading device/reseller
¤¤ Images must be a 2D, flat JPEG.
¤¤ Bleeds are not required

FILE REQUIREMENTS FOR DISTRIBUTION

Why do books with distribution have different requirements?
Our distribution requirements are things that our distribution partners need in order to set up services,
organize inventory, and properly distribute to third-party retailers. Without these requirements, they
would be unable to categorize, organize, and distribute your book. If you do not currently have our
distribution services but may want to distribute with us or on your own in the future, we suggest that you
include these distribution requirements in your final files.

COVER REQUIREMENTS FOR DISTRIBUTION
¤¤ Barcode and ISBN (with dashes) present on back cover
¤¤ Retail price present on cover
¤¤ Logo and name of publisher on cover and spine
¤¤ Title and author name consistent throughout cover

INTERIOR REQUIREMENTS FOR DISTRIBUTION
¤¤ ISBN present and consistent on cover and copyright page
¤¤ LCCN present on copyright page
¤¤ Title and author name consistent throughout book

INDUSTRY STANDARDS FOR FRONT/BACK MATTER

FRONT MATTER

BACK MATTER		

Book half title

i

Acknowledgments (if not in front matter)

recto

Series title, frontispiece, or blank

ii

Appendix (or first, if more than one)

recto

Title page

iii

Second and subsequent appendixes

Copyright page

iv

Chronology (if not in front matter)

recto

Dedication

v

Abbreviations (if not in front matter)

recto

recto or verso

Epigraph

v or vi

Notes

recto

(Table of) Contents

v or vii

Glossary

recto

(List of) Illustrations

recto or verso

Bibliography or References

recto

(List of) Tables

recto or verso

(List of) Contributors

recto

Foreword

recto

Illustration Credits (if not elsewhere)

recto

Preface

recto

Index(es)

recto

Acknowledgments (if not part of preface)

recto

Introduction (if not part of text)

recto

Abbreviations (if not in back matter)
Chronology (if not in back matter)

recto or verso
recto

INTERIOR TEXT
First text page (introduction or chapter 1)

1

Second half title or first part title

1

Blank

2

First text page

3

Our designers automatically add the items bolded
above. We give our authors the option for additional
services to add an index or table of contents. If you
would like additional items in your front or back
matter, they should be included as part of your initial
manuscript.

PACKAGING INDESIGN FILES

Why do I need to package an InDesign file?
Properly packaging an InDesign file will ensure that our
design team has everything we need to work with your files.
It’s important that all fonts and linked images are included
with your InDesign file so that all the pieces stay together
while the file is completed.

1
First, open InDesign and click File>Package…
1.) click Package
2.) Continue
3.) Save to your computer
This will create a folder on your Desktop. Right click
this folder and compress it into a zip file.The zip file
now includes your fully packaged InDesign file!

3
2

UNDERSTANDING AND SETTING UP BLEED

0.25”

What is bleed and why does my file need it?
0.25”

0.25”

0.25”

On the example above, everything that is
beyond the dotted line will be trimmed off
after printing.
Your document will need bleed if you intend
to have any printed area extend to the edge
of the page.
To set up bleed in InDesign, open your
Document Set-up window and add 0.25” in
the Top, Bottom, Inside, and Outside bleed
area. The 0.25” bleed is our standard bleed
requirement and applies to all of our printers.

Bleed is extra printed space that extends beyond the
trimmed area. Having bleed ensures that your full-bleed
image will fill the entire page, leaving no small, white
edge after it is trimmed.

EXPORTING FILES FROM INDESIGN

EXPORTING FILES FROM INDESIGN

EXPORTING FILES FROM INDESIGN

FOIL-STAMP AND EMBOSS FILES

Foil-stamping and embossing work in a very similar way. In fact, creating a file for foiling requires the
exact same process as creating a file for embossing! To create foil-stamp or emboss files, you will have
to create a new document, sized to the exact dimensions of your full cover file, with all of the areas
you would like foiled or embossed in 100% (flat) black. When the foiling/embossing machines examine
the file, they will either foil or emboss the areas that are 100% black. The background should be entirely
white so that there is a clear delineation between what should and should not be stamped.
Below is an example of what a foil-stamp/emboss file might look like. However, if you are foiling an area,
you should not include what you would like foiled on your full cover design. So, if you were foiling the
title on a paperback book, you should not include the title on your initial cover image. The area behind
the foil stamp should look just like the background of your cover. This is so that there are no anomalies
or registration issues.

BOX THAT WILL
BE EMBOSSED
OR FOILED

SPINE TEXT THAT WILL BE EMBOSSED OR FOILED

SPINE TEXT THAT WILL BE EMBOSSED OR FOILED

BOX THAT WILL
BE EMBOSSED
OR FOILED

WORDS THAT
WILL BE
EMBOSSED OR
FOILED

WORDS THAT
WILL BE
EMBOSSED OR
FOILED

EMBOSS FILE

If we are creating your files, we will take care of any and all
foil-stamp and emboss files that you will need. For hardcover
books, it is standard to have a the title, author’s name, and
imprint logo stamped in foil on the spine.

